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Today’s cities increasingly serve as the nexus between nature and people in times of
strong urban growth and, in some cases, urban decline. There is no doubt that today’s
most major and urgent challenges occur in cities. Among them are challenges such as
rapid climate and environmental change, complex water and waste management issues,
adverse health and well-being as well as changes in social cohesion, land use and migration
patterns. The increasing concentration of people in cities and the fact that cities are strongly
tied to non-urban areas in relation to economics, consumption and power reveals the
considerable significance of cities in terms of global challenges. This poses new tasks for
the cities of the future, which should be designed as sustainable and liveable to serve the
health and well-being of the population, on the one hand, and to support biodiversity and
healthy ecosystems, on the other. In this regard, nature-based solutions (NBS) can provide
an entry point for addressing these challenges, as they involve integrating the ecological
dimension within spatial planning policies and practices in cities.
Defined by the European Commission as “actions [ . . . ] and solutions to societal
challenges [ . . . ] which are inspired by, supported by, or copied from nature”, NBS
simultaneously provide multiple environmental, social and economic co-benefits [1]. For
example, they can improve both air quality and a location’s physical attractiveness and
have positive impacts on public health and quality of life while also allowing for more
biodiversity, or create green jobs through the greening of cities or planting of trees in
former brownfields [2,3]. In comparison to ecosystem services aimed at the assessment
and valuation of the immediate benefits to human well-being and the economy, NBS focus
on the benefits to people and the environment itself. They allow for sustainable solutions
that are able to respond to environmental changes and hazards both in the short and
long term [4]. In this sense, NBS go beyond the traditional biodiversity conservation and
management principles by “re-focusing” the debate on humans and specifically integrating
societal factors such as human well-being, poverty reduction, socio-economic development
and governance principles.
Nowadays, NBS are on their way to becoming mainstream in national and international policies. A great number of ongoing European research projects endeavour to
explore how NBS work in different urban contexts in relation to the political, social, cultural, institutional, environmental and economic background, and how to successfully
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implement NBS in Europe and worldwide. In most cases, these projects aim to analyse
how the NBS concept could help link research and innovation in the areas of biodiversity,
ecosystem services, economic demands and societal challenges. Researchers have explored
what actions are needed to further support the knowledge base for NBS and presented key
recommendations for identifying the drivers of NBS success and for overcoming barriers
and bridging gaps to boost the promotion and uptake of NBS worldwide. This is reflected
by an increasing number of relevant scientific publications [5–8].
Although scholarly work on NBS has since entered the transdisciplinary arena and
urban practice reality, there are still many open questions and challenges awaiting a
response. This includes, among others, methodological, planning and resilience issues,
not to mention challenges related to the question of how NBS can respond to complex
societal, political, economic and environmental challenges and how they may contribute
to more socially sustainable and responsible futures. These questions are particularly
relevant in cities because urban areas are often characterised by high inequality in terms
of access to green space as well as demographic, socio-economic, environmental and
power-related factors.
As a result, the notion of “nature-based” usually describes heterogeneous phenomena
that operate differently according to different contexts, even when they are based on the
same or a similar conceptual model.
It is acknowledged that when NBS are locally set up, they interact strongly with the
local conditions such as the built environment, the local natural resources and ecosystems,
the socio-demographic potential and the land use, in addition to the way urban policy
and planning processes are organised and, not least, the makeup of the urban population,
the society and its actors. Thus, by and large, if we want to better understand how NBS
may operate successfully at the local level and which challenges have to be overcome, we
require a great deal of knowledge about the interactions between the multiple contextual
conditions and drivers of NBS and their impacts [3].
The interactions between NBS, cities and urban populations are complex and multidimensional. Conceptual knowledge is required to better understand urban transformations
and their consequences for cities, which are, of course, highly complex systems. Models or
principles are used to analyse the outcomes of different local responses, and tools serve to
resolve specific problems. NBS implementation also enters the field of urban policymaking,
governance and participation, for instance, when new models of cooperation are set up or
when new local business associations or civic society groups are involved in strengthening
sustainability or environmental stewardship [4,6,9–11]. The assessment report by Wild
et al. [8] shows that the societal implications of NBS have become an increasingly important
topic, and there are still many challenges for future research related to the acceptance of
NBS, their methods of implementation and impacts or trade-offs with regard to social
inequalities, diverging interests and conflicting goals.
At the same time, the urban green scholarly debate has become more attentive to
topics such as the interaction between urban ecosystem services or NBS and the unequal
distribution of their benefits and burdens in cities [10,12,13], as well as the impact of power
relations and imbalances [14]. Furthermore, within recent years, the connections between
greening programmes/policies and issues of inclusiveness, justice and inequalities have
also come into focus [15–19].
Set against this background, this Special Issue seeks to provide an overview of the
current state of knowledge about the interactions between NBS and urban land, built
environments, ecosystems and people in cities. In particular, it looks at those interactions
through the lens of societal challenges which NBS are aimed to address. With the help of a
number of conceptual and empirical studies on NBS development and implementation in
different cities, we discuss the interactions between NBS and their urban context, the resulting benefits and trade-offs, as well as the consequences for policy, planning, maintenance,
stewardship and governance.
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This Special Issue of Land brings together a collection of diverse papers that debate the
societal implications of NBS in cities and their interactions with urban land, ecosystems,
the built environment and people. In inviting papers, we were particularly interested in
studies that could assist in answering some of the following questions:

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

What types of NBS based on green and blue infrastructure (GBI) are being implemented in cities across the globe?
Which properties of urban nature and/or urban ecosystems do they make use of, and
how do NBS themselves influence urban ecosystems and ecosystem services flows
in cities?
What are the trade-offs of NBS compared to other ecosystem services and urban biodiversity?
What are the typical types of land and land units where NBS are implemented?
How do NBS and their implementation interrogate/interact with the social environment and issues of social cohesion and justice?
What are land governance and policy schemes for NBS in cities? Do they differ
from the prevailing land management and governance policies implemented so far in
our cities?
How does the implementation of NBS correspond to and interact with general directions and priorities of urban development?

We have compiled a range of articles from research undertaken in different countries,
continents and hemispheres (Netherlands, Germany, USA, Bangladesh, India and Australia)
to show that the interconnections between NBS and urban societies are a global challenge
and how contextual factors can impact NBS design, implementation, acceptance and effects.
Looking more closely, we can see that a number of studies demonstrate the value
of NBS from the perspective of urban GBI networks [3,20,21]. Several studies analysed
linkages between urban green spaces, the ecosystem services they provide and public
health and well-being through a range of benefits such as the mitigation of climate change,
improvement of mental health and well-being through contact with nature, stormwater
management and biodiversity conservation [20–22]. This Special Issue considers two sides
of GBI development with NBS. On the one hand, we have included a range of papers
that address the perspective of ecosystem services provision and its benefits, such as
carbon storage and sequestration, pollution removal, food production, noise reduction
and recreational and cultural values (see papers [21–23]), while other papers deal with
the undesired effects and trade-offs of NBS implementation, such as green gentrification,
negative effects on neighbourhoods/residential development and housing prices, as well
as increases in social disparities and disintegration [24,25]. This underlines that, firstly,
NBS are a complex response to the need for greener and more sustainable cities and
include multiple impacts that bring about very different results for different actors, people,
structures and spaces in the city. Secondly, the authors of most of these papers demand a
more serious consideration of the multiple impacts of NBS (implementation), including
existing trade-offs.
The role of NBS for spatial planning and landscape-based visions in Dutch cities was
analysed by Van Roiij et al. (2021) [23]. They applied a landscape-based and co-creation-based
planning approach to regional spatial policy challenges, paving the way for a paradigm shift
towards a future land management system that is resilient to external pressures.
The value of co-creation in the process of successful NBS development and implementation is also highlighted in the paper by Dushkova and Haase (2020) [3]. The authors
use the city of Leipzig (Germany) as an example to discuss the main drivers behind NBS,
possible design options and the involved governance actors. By discussing these drivers
and governance strategies, the authors introduce a framework for assessing the co-benefits,
opportunities and challenges of NBS in urban areas. They also provide examples of best
practices that demonstrate the multiple co-benefits provided by NBS.
The types and quality of GBI-based NBS implemented in cities were studied by
Lahoti et al. (2020) [22] and Ahmed et al. (2019) [20]. They analysed the existing spatial
morphology to understand the potential for GBI development and its challenges. Using
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Dhaka (Bangladesh) as a case study, the paper by Ahmed et al. (2019) [20] explores how
urban growth planning can be guided by a GBI network that combines blue, green and
grey elements to provide a multifunctional urban form. The authors highlight the meaning
of the spatial morphology for potential locations of NBS development and the types of
solutions necessary for different typologies of urban densities. The proposed network takes
on different forms at different scales and locations and offers different types of climate
mitigation actions, controls and management options. The paper also provides some
practical implications and challenges for implementing BGI at different urban scales.
Ahmed et al. (2019) [20] consider the challenges addressed by GBI, such as flood
mitigation and water sensitive design, while Shade and Kremer (2019) [26] focus on green
infrastructure implementation as one of the important measures for climate adaptation.
Using a combination of cellular automata, machine learning and Markov chain analysis,
the authors demonstrate that land use and land cover modelling (such as the modelling
conducted for Philadelphia, USA) is an important tool for city officials planning future
land usage.
The papers by Ali et al. (2020) [24] and Schwarz et al. (2021) [25] introduce green
regeneration NBS as strategies for tackling land abandonment and improving the quality
of life in disadvantaged neighbourhoods in shrinking cities. A public park was found to
operate as a trigger for structural, social and symbolic upgrades in the formerly shrinking
city of Leipzig, but only in combination with dynamic real estate market developments,
which are the main drivers of change. Ali et al. (2020) [24] identify various facets of
green gentrification. Schwarz et al. (2021) [25] critically examine the positive and negative
immediate impacts of green space NBS on residents’ well-being, residential location choice
and housing and land markets. The paper directly addresses questions posed by this Special
Issue, arguing that social settings, such as property constellation and real estate agents,
benefit from higher income clients’ preferences to live close to high-quality urban green
spaces and thus foster the green gentrification process discussed in the Ali et al. (2020) [24]
article. The paper by Rink and Schmidt (2021) [27] adds to this topic by describing the
use of pocket forests and larger urban forests on inner-city brownfields as multifunctional
NBS for shrinking cities. Even though urban forests do not constitute an independent
or new type of NBS, they create new ecosystems from existing abandoned, brownfield
or neglected areas. These forests were found to be multifunctional in terms of urban
climate alleviation and air quality improvement, as they simultaneously enhance the
value of adjacent neighbourhood areas while creating new recreational opportunities and
supporting local biodiversity. Moreover, the afforestation of brownfields was revealed as
the cheapest way to create greenery, which not only fulfils the main objectives but also was
accepted and used by the local population.
Taken together, the articles in this Special Issue indicate that NBS provide clear benefits
for urban societies responding to social–environmental challenges. NBS can help achieve
strategic planning goals such as climate adaptation, biodiversity conservation and the
improvement of recreational facilities and public health. In terms of costs, NBS such as
lawns or afforestation were found to be the cheapest ways to create urban greenery. At the
same time, the papers report that NBS often involve trade-offs. For instance, greening can
cause changes and new imbalances in the real estate market that limit the aforementioned
recreational benefits, particularly for low-income households. Thus, and in line with recent
arguments in urban social–ecological–technological studies [28,29], the societal implications
we are examining in this Special Issue are ambivalent in the best sense.
An interdisciplinary approach is vital for land-related studies, and the contributions
to this Special Issue represent a robust and broad panorama of disciplines, approaches and
research traditions. Perhaps this is the best evidence for the fact that NBS, both as real-world
tools and an area of research, have become increasingly relevant for the transformation of
cities towards greater sustainability. At the same time, their implementation is increasingly
controversial and critically debated, for instance, with respect to issues of justice.
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While this collection may not provide a definitive summary of the NBS phenomenon,
we are convinced that it will at least contribute to a better understanding of all those
processes and tendencies which take place in the urban environment when NBS are put
into action.
Funding: This research was funded by the Horizon 2020 Framework Programme of the European
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